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hours that can be re-purposed. Intota will also provide data about the usage of the entire collection, allowing the library to make better decisions. Both of these are real return-on-investment items needed in this budget climate.

As for “spending even more money on new services,” I don’t see it that way. The library should look carefully at all of the systems it is using now — ERM, ILS, cataloging services, and its hardware platform. A modern system with unified workflows on a SaaS platform will displace many of those costs.

**ATG:** How does Web-scale management fit with the discoverability part of the equation? Are there places where your Web-scale management intersects with and complements Summon? Will it complement other vendor discovery systems? Will it integrate with other library services like interlibrary loan?

**JB:** Intota definitely will be tightly integrated with Summon. We see the discovery service as the patron access portion of the library’s automation solution. Intota will display transaction information to users through Summon and gather requests from Summon. We are also committed to having Intota work with other discovery services, and we are building the APIs to do that from the beginning. Of course, because Summon and Intota are our products and both share the knowledgebase, they will “better together.”

Intota will integrate with a number of services, including interlibrary loan. The APIs for such interactions are also being incorporated from the beginning.

**ATG:** Did you learn anything in developing and implementing Summon that had an impact on how you came to envision your Web-scale management solution, Intota?

**JB:** Absolutely. Beyond simply the vision of “Web-scale,” we have learned a number of lessons to apply to Intota. First of all, the scale of search transactions from Summon is huge — more than 250 million searches in 2011. Knowing we can manage that load makes us confident about managing the Intota transactions.

Secondly, we have maintained a pace of very frequent updates for Summon — every three to four weeks. This makes us confident that we can do the same with Intota.

Thirdly, we have learned how to manage many implementation projects at one time. We can utilize our project implementation team’s expertise for Intota, building on what we’ve learned from implementing and supporting Summon. And satisfaction with our support team consistently is rated at 90% or above by our customers.

Finally, the ingestion engine that we built for Summon is very powerful. Summon ingests lots of records from publishers and libraries every day. That’s a great base for building Intota databases.

**ATG:** Is there anything that you learned in the development of Intota that has influenced the way you think about discovery systems?

**JB:** Yes. The obvious lesson is the stark difference between patron access and staff access in today’s environment. The ILS and its OPAC were architected around individual print items. Users searched for individual books and journals, and the library bought them individually. In the old ILS model, we expected patrons to search the way that staff did — specific indexes and preset limits. Everyone was dealing with individual bibliographic entities. That is not a valid approach for today’s users or today’s library purchasing environment.

Libraries today primarily buy packages of e-resources, but users want access at the object level within those packages. The orientation of the two solutions is very different, even while they must communicate with each other.

A second point is about sharing physical resources. Intota’s architecture makes it very easy to share resources among Intota subscribers. Since all of the records and transactions are on the same platform, it is easy to provide for resource sharing, which is difficult and expensive in the ILS model. But to facilitate this, Summon must support the requesting functions and user feedback functions.